The Application of Zhongzhen Medicine in the Skin Diseases
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Abstract

Zhongzhen medicine, which characteristics of the heaviness and descending is available to tranquillization with heavy preion, calmness the liver to clear out the wind and remove beverage and wart. Based on the clinical experience of the XiaShi and GuShi surgery treatment of skin diseases and the previous studies, it’s confirmed that Zhongzhen medicine could cure skin diseases. Professor Li Bin [1] has sufficient experience in treatment of skin diseases by using Zhongzhen medicine. This paper is aimed at sharing enormous experience of Prof. Li Bin [1], so that to provide the reference for clinical treatment and promote further development and utilization of Zhongzhen medicine.
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Clinical Application

Trace to the source

Professor Li Bin [1] draw the advantages from family GU and family Xia. The prescription is made up of Sichongtang. It is the important prescription of Xia Shi skin surgery, consisting of 30g Magnetite, 30g Reddle, 30g Erosaria stone, 30g Concha Ostreae. These drugs are mainly ore, fossil or drug testacean. All kinds of Zhongzhen medicine in “Shennong’s Classic of Materia Medica” are good medicines. Although there are apparent coldness and heat differences in these drugs for example, Fluoritum is located with warm yin energy, Oysters is located with cold yin energy and Reddle is bitter and salty. Although its nature is cold, On the whole its functional characteristics are to clam your nerves. Therefore, all kinds of Zhongzhen medicine can clam you nerves. This kind of medicine is used to treat irritability, insomnia and panic epilepsy [1,2]. As for the endogenous fire, Zhongzhen medicine can remove heat of fire. Therefore, Zhongzhen medicine can be used to treat skin diseases which are led by heart-fire hyperactivity, dysphoria, pyrophlegm and liver depression of the fire, including irritability and insomnia. The Zhongzhen medicines such as keel, oyster, red ochre, abalone shell is mainly included in the jueyin meridian [3,4]. So, the most of Zhongzhen medicine have the effects on calming liver and restraint yang by accumulating yin and cooling the liver heat effects for example, Zhenganxifeng decoction, Lingjiaogouteng decoction and Jiangni decoction. In the process of treating skin diseases Professor Lee found that Zhongzhen medicine can obviously alleviate the symptoms of skin itching. TCM believes that “wind” is a key pathogenesis of skin itching. The human body likes a ship sailing in the sea, the wind is coming and the boat is going to fall. Be sure to add Zhongzhen medicine on the ship. If the itching caused by wind must be pressed with a few stones, which plays a very good effect. Although it is easy to understand, there must be a reason. For example, we use calcium glucose acid to relieve itching in clinical practice. The ancients did not have calcium calcium. It is precisely that using of calcium ions in the Zhongzhen medicine, trace element by play sedative effect, that’s why in the middle of clinical, antihistamine drugs have more or less a certain level of sedation [5-7]. There is a word called “mental disorder may be cured with weighty sedatives” in Chinese. Referring to use Zhongzhen drugs to treat fright timidity and insanity. If sleep is not good, then the damage to the skin is very obviously. Therefore, the use of Zhongzhen medicine may the key point in clinical treatment of skin diseases. Its more in-depth mechanism of action is also worth digging and studying.

Principle of use

As we all knows Zhongzhen medicine is cold, always eat easy to damage the spleen and stomach. But, we found in clinical under the premise of the correct way to follow the traditional Chinese medicine decoction. The development of Zhongzhen medicine embodied in adjusting emotion and improving sleep
equality and so on. Feedback is very rarely for patients with gastrointestinal discomfort. Of course, in order to avoid the irritation of the spleen and stomach of Zhongzhen medicine, in clinical treatment according to the actual situation of the spleen and stomach can choose appropriate medicine. Professor Li Bin at the time of clinical evidence will join adlay, amomum, yam, white lentils or perilla stem to protect spleen and stomach.

According to Professor Li Bin’s clinical experience at the course of application of Zhongzhen medicine there is no too many taboos. From the consideration of pulse regardless of the forceful pulse, big pulse, empty pulse can use the Zhongzhen medicine. For example, in “Treatise on Exogenous Febrile Diseases maxingshigan decoction, gypsum can relieve tangy of ephedra which is a very commonly used classic prescription. According to differences in medication habits in southern and northern of China are mainly reflected on the application of drugsabout eliminating wind to tonify blood etc. The Northern like to use ephedra and ramulus cinnamomi the Southern like using honeysuckle and isatis leaf etc. Professor Li Bin believes that the skin disease due to yang positively floating, wind-heat, moist-heat, blood-heat and stagnation of qi can lead to floating Yang. That is to say that the occurrence of skin diseases must be related to heat evil, whether it is virtual or actual heat. Even if the patient has an internal cold, the skin surface tends to have a performance of heat evil. Zhongzhen medicine is not rigidly adhering to the drug because of cold or heat, which could try to use together.

Clinical experience

Zhongzhen medicine in the clinical application is very wide. The followings are summaries of the common diseases. Hoping to be able to reach more effects Prof. Li Bin has abundant experiences in the treatment of psoriasis the research team led by summarizing the clinical experience of Shanghai skin surgery on record, according to the “Yin, Yang, Yo Nomori in the outside, Yin that also”. The traditional Chinese medicine theory is the essence of acute psoriasis of blood heat syndrome is the “blood heat inside, Yang floating outside”, “blood heat is the foundation of the disease, Yang floating to the sign of disease”. Use of clearing heat and cooling blood, suppressing hyperactive liver and subsiding yang treatment, with specific prescriptions, with the card cut. Its basic prescription consist of concha margaritifera, magnetum, raw oysters, red ochre, coix seed, caulis Sargentodoxae, hedyotis diffusa, rehmanna, solanum nigrum, artemisia annua, gypypsum 30g, paenol, radix scutellariae, radix paeoniae alba by 12g, smilax, folium isatidis, all 15g, shikonin, ephedra, ramulus cinnamomi, vitex, madder, curcuma runcynujin, all 9g, licorice root 6g [8,9]. Cooling blood medicine together with Zhongzhen medicine can clam down the nerves and remove heat. A large number of clinical practice and a number of related research shows that this therapy not only can significantly improve the skin lesions of psoriasis, but also can regulate the degree of depression in patients with psoriasis. It reduces disease recurrence caused by abnormal emotion such as depression and stress, which has certain significance [10-12].

In terms of herpes zoster the mechanism of Zhongzhen medicine is actually very simple. Herpes zoster due to severe pain, sleep is not good. We mentioned before that Zhongzhen medicine can produce sleep sedative effect. What’s more important is XiaShi Skin surgery thinks that this disease led by cardiosplenic toxic fire, liver depression qi junction. Such as margaritifera concha, keel, concha mauritiae, amethyst the meridian is mainly attributed to clearing heart and detoxification and liver purging fire. Modern pharmacological confirm that margaritifera concha, keel, concha mauritiae, amethyst have the effect on central nervous system. So with the paenol, dandelion, rhizoma copitidis, Phellodendron amurense Decoction treat herpes zoster [13]. Sequela of herpes zoster neuralgia is that the waste heat is not clear; ying blood disharmony we should use the treatment of clearing heat and harmony ying.

Prescription

Caulis Lonicerae, Radix Paeoniae Rubra, Radix Paeoniae Alba, Padix Salviae Miliiorrhize, Cortex Moutan, Angelica and Sichong soup. The modern mechanism of herpes zoster is that calcium; trace elements have the effect of regulating nerve and relieving pain. When the blood deficiency for adding nourishing blood medicine, such as angelica, radix rehmanna, radix paeoniae alba, qi deficiency for adding astragalus, codonopsis, atractylodes to encourage vital energy promoting the evil out, blood stasis for adding peach seed, Szechwan lovage rhizoma, padix paeoniae rubra to promote blood circulation and remove blood stasis and relieve pain through pulse.

The above two kinds of diseases are the representative of Zhongzhen drug treatment. Professor Li Bin increase the amount of Zhongzhen medicine in clinical, But the actual clinical application of the drug is far more than that drugs. For the common diseases such as urticaria, eczema, etc. can play a certain degree of antihistamine effect. For some chronic, complex diseases, can also be treating by using of Zhongzhen medicine [14-19]. The ancient “chronic illness must be responsible for blood stasis chronic illness must be responsible for phlegm”. In the “Treatise on Febrile Diseases” Xuanfudaizhetang, reddle togther with inula flower treat syndrome of xiajiao phlegm. In “The Intergrating Chinese and Western Medicine”, Keel oyster soup consists with Ochre, keel, oysters. Since ancient times, Zhongzhen medicine in the treatment of disease has played an important role. In the course of treatment of skin diseases, Professor Li Bin follows principles: light mental disorder, floating, movement may be cured with weighty sedatives, yin overcoming yang and yin folding yang. According to clinical needs, flexible to add and subtract, harvest the satisfaction of clinical efficacy.
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